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Projects for Start up  

funding 

India 
❖ Animoov: 

A start up with USP in digital advertising wit patent, is 

revenue generating. 

At seed stage, looking for a funding for 5cr INR which 

can be done in trenches as per the performance of 

team. 

❖ Bharat sports:  

A stat-up from Hyderabad looking to organize mini-

Olympics in India and with support of Indian and state 

government and sponsors. 

Looking to raise 40 lacs INR at pre-seed stage. 

❖ Eikhwala:  

A start up from Delhi, catering to the needs of sugar 

cane-based products (juices and other products. 

It’s at seed stage looking for 2.5cr INR funding. 

❖ GSE Hirings:  

An AI based hiring platform screening the applicants on 

software platform and easing the process of hiring. 

At seed stage, looking to raise 2cr INR for expansion. 
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❖ Finbazaar:  

A fintech start up from Bhubaneswar provides a link 

between borrowers and lenders. 

At a seed stage, is looking to raise 2cr INR 

❖ Farmology: 

 A seed stage start-up from India (Kolkata)looking to expand 

Across the nation. 

Seeking for 4cr. 

❖ Bring on digital:  

An e-commerce start-up trading in meat supply. 

Looking to raise 2 cr INR for scaling up the business. 

❖ Car blush:  

A start up from New Delhi, provides car services in 

apartments. 

At seed stage, looking to raise 2cr INR. 

❖ Cosmo:  

A start up from Ahmedabad, produces patented cactus 

fruit-based health and other products. 

At seed stage round looking to raise 12cr INR to fulfill 

the forthcoming demands 

❖ Packaging raja:  

An start-up which connects the packaging material 

manufacturers to the buyers. Looking to scale up in the 

digital media to go PAN India. 

Looking to raise 1.5cr INR 
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❖ Satya:  

An e-commerce platform looking to intermediate the 

old car buying and supplying chain. 

Looking to raise 1cr INR at seed stage. 

❖ Skylink:  

A drone assembling company do have contract for 

selling drones till2029. 

Looking to raise 4cr INR to fulfill its first contract. 

❖ Svanq:  

An mobile application like Tik Tok looking to cater to 

youth and middle aged population group. 

Looking to raise 1cr INR at pre-seed stage. 

❖ Swiftronics:  

An EV manufacturing start-up with IOT embedded 

system looking for R&D to develop the product. 

Seeking for 1.5cr INR for R&D at pre-seed stage. 

❖ Travotel:  

A a travel agency providing solutions to the client at 

cheaper and effective method by digital media. 

Seeking for 1mn USD to expand at seed stage. 

❖ Trigerexam: 

 An digital platform start up providing solution to 

students with USPs in place. 

Seeking for 2cr INR at seed stage. 
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❖ Vyapar X:  

A start up catering to the logistic sector with USP as AI 

driven platform. 

Seeking for 4cr INR at seed stage. 

❖ Wholeseller:  

A start up looking to intermediate the food chain market 

in digital platform. 

Looking to raise 2mn USD at seed stage. 

❖ Sportzchain:  

A start up looking to raise the fan base based on 

tokenomics and thereby create a valuation platform for 

sporting teams. 

Looking to raise 2cr INR at pre-seed stage. 

❖ Indeanta:  

An EV mediator which leases EV to college campuses 

with their own IOTs. Do have contracts in place. 

Looking to raise 1mn USD at seed stage. 
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Africa 
➢ Vertmance:  

A Nigerian start up to cater the supply chain in non-

vegetarian market. 

At a pre-seed stage, looking to raise 2mn USD. 

➢ Ametshop:  

An e-commerce platform from Ghanna, catering to 

trade electronic devices. 

At pre-seed stage, looking to raise 600,000 USD. 

➢ Girlsville:  

A start up looking to add IT skills to existing youth in 

Africa to enable them in competing in jobs globally. 

At pre-seed stage looking to raise1mn USD. 

Sri-lanka 
• GFR : 

A resort start-up in Sri-lanka looking to raise 30mn USD 

with initially 5mn USD to start with. 

Indonesia 
▪ Transpacific:  

A listed company from Jakarta, the existing investor is 

exiting. 
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Looking to have new investor with an injection of 200mn 

USD. 

▪ Ralali:  

A 8 year old operational company from Jakarta working 

in B2B e-commerce platform looking to expand. 

Seeking for 50mn USD at series B round. 

▪ Wilton:  

A company from Jakarta which owns a gold mine and 

half developed gold processing unit. 

Its seeking for 30mn USD for expansion and completely 

develops its processing unit or sell out at 300mn USD. 

USA 
o Paydent: 

 A start up from United States is looking to cater to the 

dental insurance sector at an initial stage and then to 

expand into different other insurance sectors. 

Seeking for 2mn USD at pre-seed stage. 

o Polynomial ventures:  

A US based start-up looking for a Venture Capitalist 

operation 

Looking for a series A funding of 150mn USD. 

 


